Quantitative texture analysis of MRI images for detection of cartilage-related bone marrow edema.
This paper presents a study that investigated the potential of texture analysis using Fluid Sensitive Fat Suppressed MRI images for the use in detection of bone marrow edema. A total of 168 slices of knee MRI from 10 subjects were involved. Six histogram-based textures (mean intensity, standard deviation, smoothness, third moment, uniformity and entropy) were calculated in both 2D and 3D, and were compared between healthy group and group affected by bone marrow edema. Two-sample t-tests were performed to assess the difference between healthy group and group affected by edema. The intensity third moment in 2D showed significant difference between the slices of healthy subjects and the slices affected by edema (p<0.05). Smoothness and standard deviation in 2D showed a modest significance between healthy and affected groups. No significant difference was found in the 3D textures of healthy group and group affected by edema.